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ABSTRACT Various deadlock control policies for automated manufacturing systems with reliable and
shared resources have been developed, based on Petri nets. In practical applications, a resource may be
unreliable. Thus, the deadlock control policies proposed in previous studies are not applicable to such
applications. This paper proposes a two-step robust deadlock control strategy for systems with unreliable
and shared resources. In the first step, a live (deadlock-free) controlled system that does not consider the
failure of resources is derived by using strict minimal siphon control. The second step deals with deadlock
control issues caused by the failures of the resources. Considering all resource failures, a common recovery
subnet based on colored Petri nets is proposed for all resource failures in the Petri net model. The recovery
subnet is added to the derived system at the first step to make the system reliable. The proposed method has
been tested using an automated manufacturing system deployed at King Saud University.

INDEX TERMS Automated manufacturing system, colored Petri nets, deadlock prevention, siphon.

I. INTRODUCTION
An automated manufacturing system (AMS) is a collection
of buffers, machines, robots, fixtures, and automated tools.
There are different products types enter AMS at separate
points in time; the system has the ability to handle these
products according to the specific sequence of processes and
resources sharing. The resource sharing causes deadlocks,
in which the local or global system is disabled [1]–[4].
Therefore, in order to prevent deadlock in AMS, an effective
deadlock control algorithm is needed.

Petri nets are graphical and mathematical tools that are
convenient for modeling, analysis, and control of deadlocks
in AMSs [5]–[7]. It utilized to represent the characteristics
and behaviors of AMS, such as confliction, synchroniza-
tion, and sequencing. Moreover, Petri nets can be applied to
provide the behavioral characteristics such as boundedness
and liveness [8]. In order to solve the deadlock issue in
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AMSs, several approaches based on Petri nets are proposed
in the literature. These methods have been classified into
three strategies: deadlock detection and recovery, deadlock
avoidance, and deadlock prevention [8]. In addition, three cri-
teria were proposed for evaluating and designing a supervisor
for AMS control, namely, computational complexity, struc-
tural complexity, and behavioral permissiveness [8]. There-
fore, deadlock prevention policies are the objectives of many
researchers and can provide liveness-enforcing supervisors
with the mentioned criteria [8]. The deadlock control tech-
niques available in the literature were developed for AMSs
with reliable and unreliable resources.

For an AMS with reliable resources, there are two tech-
niques used to prevent deadlock involving the use of Petri
nets: reachability graph analysis [9]–[12] and structural anal-
ysis [13]–[16]. The reachability graph analysis requires list-
ing all or part of the reachable markings; hence, it suffers
from a state explosion problem. The reachability graph can be
classified into two parts: the live zone (LZ) and the deadlock
zone (DZ). First-met bad markings (FBMs) are defined and
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extracted from the DZ. In this case, deadlocks are eliminated
by designing and adding monitors to prevent FBMs from
being reached. This process requires iterations to identify all
FBMs [17].

Various approaches have been introduced to prohibit dead-
lock situations, which are the siphon control and theory of
region based approaches [3], [10], [14], [17]–[24]. Structural
analysis is implemented to structural objects in Petri nets such
as resource transition circuits and siphons. The control steps
in this technique are simple: any empty minimal siphon needs
an added monitor to prevent itself from being non-empty.
Nevertheless, the drawbacks of this technique are that the
number of control places is linearly dependent on the net size,
and the corresponding controlled system is generally subopti-
mal. Recently, Guo et al. [25] developed an iterative approach
for synthesizing a supervisor for an S3PR that enforces live-
ness. First, two types of emptiable siphons were described
and two updated formulations of mixed-integer programming
were proposed to calculate these siphons. A three-stage iter-
ative deadlock prevention policy is then proposed, which
determines the order of siphon control. The research results
indicate that the proposed strategy can obtain a supervisor
with lower computational complexity, higher behavioral per-
missiveness, and simpler structure. In addition, the reacha-
bility analysis and the exhaustive siphon enumeration are not
needed.

Various deadlock control methods and fault detection have
been developed for different classes of Petri nets under unre-
liable resources [26]–[36]. Lawley and Sulistyono [26] inves-
tigated the allocation of resources to a manufacturing system
with unreliable resources by designing supervisory control
policies that allocate buffer space. This system can manufac-
ture all kinds of products without requiring the use of a failed
unreliable resource. Hsieh [27] suggested nominal supervi-
sory algorithms to evaluate the suggested controlled assem-
bly/disassembly Petri net (CADPN) for unreliable resource
operations. In addition, Hsieh [27] addressed the conditions
under which a system can always operate in the case of
resource failures.

Wang et al. [28] proposed two policies for single-unit
resource allocation systems with unreliable resources. The
first policy is for robust operation of one unreliable
resource, and the second for several unreliable resources.
Chew et al. [29] ensured robust operations for systems
through the development of two-controller supervisors,
in which part types can use a central buffer to handle various
unreliable resources. In a study of Liu et al. [30], resource
failures and deadlocks were considered. First, control places
were added to prevent deadlocks in the system model based
on a policy of divide-and-conquer. Second, for unreliable
resources, recovery subnets were added. Finally, normal and
inhibitor arcs were inserted between the recovery subnets and
monitors.

Yue et al. [31] developed a deadlock controller policy
for an AMS class with multiple unreliable resources using
Banker’s modified algorithm and a set of resource capacity

constraints. Another study by Yue et al. [32] presented a
policy of robust supervisory control in order to prevent the
stopping and deadlock of multiple unreliable workstations
in the AMS class. Wang et al. [33] proposed a deadlock
controller for an AMS with resource failures. The supervisor
comprises three controllers that ensure that AMS operations
with an unreliable resource can be strongly deadlock-free
while meeting the required properties.

In the work of Feng et al. [34], deadlocks were described
and established in the context of maximal perfect resource
transition circuits, where the authors exposed a novel con-
cept of powerful transition cover in order to develop a
deadlock controller with a simple structure. Liu et al. [37]
proposed two robust block control policies based on a reach-
ability graph with high behavioral permissiveness, strong
robustness, or simple design for an AMS. The technique of
reachability graph partition was used to analyze robust legal
and prohibited markings. Through this, an issue of deadlock
control was converted into a problem of preventing prohibited
markings. For a convex legal space of reachability, a robust
control methodwas provided. The robust legal space of reach-
ability, however, may be nonconvex.

Li et al. [37] developed a two-step deadlock control pol-
icy and a robust legal marking. In the first step, control
places are designed based on an elementary siphon policy
developed in [38], which ensures that the system model is
deadlock free if there is no failure in resource. The sec-
ond step addresses failure-induced deadlock control prob-
lems. The resource failures are modeled by recovery subnets
and recoveries are added into the first-step-derived system,
resulting in an unreliable controlled system. In previous
deadlock control methods, control places are developed to
prohibit deadlocks; recovery subnets are proposed to model
resource failures and recoveries and applied for each unre-
liable resource, resulting in high structural complexity of the
initial model. However, there is a need to propose a supervisor
to address all the unreliable resources in a system. This
supervisor does not require to introduce inhibitor arcs or enu-
merate of reachability graphs and leads to low computational
overheads.

Therefore, the aim of this article is to design a two-
step deadlock control policy for systems with unreliable
resources. In the first step, a controlled system without con-
sidering the failures of resources is derived by using strict
minimal siphons (SMSs) proposed by Ezpeleta et al. [39] to
build a controlled Petri net model. The SMSs based policy can
obtain a maximal permissive liveness-enforcing supervisor
for larger sized systems [5] compared with previous deadlock
prevention methods [19], [40]. In the second step, one com-
mon recovery subnet based on colored Petri nets is designed
to model all resource failures, and recovery is added to the
derived system by the first step in order to make the system
reliable.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
basic concepts of Petri nets and a deadlock prevention pol-
icy based on strict minimal siphon. The robust control of
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unreliable resources based on colored Petri nets and com-
putational complexity of the proposed policies are presented
in Section III. The General Petri Net Simulator (GPenSIM)
code and validation for the developed method is presented
in Section V. A real-world AMS case study is given in
Section VI, followed by the conclusions and future research
presented in Section IV.

II. PRELIMINARIES
This section presents the basics of Petri nets, strict minimal
siphons, a deadlock prevention policy based on SMSs, and a
GPenSIM tool.

A. BASICS OF PETRI NETS
Let N = (P, T, F, W) be a Petri net, where P and T are
finite non-empty sets of places and transitions, respectively.
Elements in P ∪ T are graphically named by nodes, where
P ∪ T 6= ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅; places are depicted by circles
and transitions are depicted by bars. F ⊆ (P× T ) ∪ (T × P)
is said to be a set of directed arcs of N that join the places to
transitions or transitions to places. W :(P × T) ∪(T × P)→
IN is a mapping that assigns an arc’s weight, where IN ={0,
1, 2, ...}.
N = (P, T, F, W) is called an ordinary net if ∀(p, t) ∈ F ,

W (p, t)= 1. Let x, z ∈ P∪T be nodes in N = (P, T, F, W), N
is said to be a weighted net if there is an arc between x and z
such that W (x, z)>1. Assume that a and b are nodes in N =
(P, T, F, W), i.e., a, b ∈ P ∪ T . Then, •a = {b ∈ P ∪ T |
(b, a) ∈ F} is called the input (preset) of node a, and a• =
{b ∈ P ∪ T | (a, b) ∈ F} is called the output (postset) of
node a.

A marking M of N is a mapping M : P → IN and
represents the status of the system. (N ,Mo) is a marked Petri
net, expressed as (N , Mo) (P, T, F, W, Mo), where Mo is the
initial marking of N , Mo : P → IN. Suppose that M (p) is
the number of tokens in place p, a transition t ∈ T is enabled
at any marking M if for all p ∈• t, M(p) ≥ W (p, t), which is
expressed asM [ t〉. When the enable transition t fires, it takes
W (p, t) token(s) from each place p ∈• t , and depositsW(t, p)
token(s) in each place p ∈ t•. Thus, it leads the system to
reach a new marking M′, expressed as M [ t〉 M′ in short,
the new reachablemarking can be computed asM′(p) = M (p)
−W (p, t) +W (t, p). We call N = (P, T, F, W, Mo) self-loop
free if for all a, b ∈ P ∪ T , W (a, b) > 0 implies W (b, a) =
0. Let [N ] be an incidence matrix that represents the Petri net
N structure, where [N ] is an integer matrix that consists of
|T | columns and |P| rows and computed from the input and
output matrices, expressed as [N ](p, t) = W (t, p) −W (p, t).
R(N, M) is a set of markings that are reachable from M

in a Petri net model (N , M ). Let (N, Mo) be a marked Petri
net with N = (P, T, F, W, Mo). A transition t ∈ T is live
(deadlock free) if for allM ∈ R(N, M), there existsM′ ∈ R(N,
M) such that firing sequenceM′[ t〉 holds. A transition is dead
at Mo if there does not exist t ∈ T such that Mo[ t〉 holds.
M′ is called reachable fromM if there exist a finite transition
sequence δ = t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn that can be fired, and markings

M1, M2, M3, ..., and Mn−1 such that M [ t1〉 M1[t2〉M2[t3〉M2
. . .Mn−1[tn〉M′, which is represented asM [δ〉M′, satisfy the
state equationM′ =M+[N ] Eδ, where Eδ: T → INmaps t in T
to the number of occurrences of t in δ and is named a Parikh
vector.

Let (N,Mo) be amarked Petri net withN = (P, T, F,W,Mo).
A net N with initial markingMo is called k-bounded if for all
M ∈ R(N,M0), for all p ∈ P, M (p) ≤ k(k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}).
A net N is safe if all of its places are safe, i.e., in each place p,
the number of tokens does not exceed one. A net N is k-safe
if it is k-bounded.

A place vector (P-vector) I : P→ Z indexed by P is called
a place invariant (P-invariant) if IT . [N ] = 0T and I 6= 0,
a transition vector (T-vector)J : T →Z indexed by T is called
a transition invariant (T-invariant) if [N ]. J = 0 and J 6= 0,
where Z = {. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, ...}. A place invariant I is
said to be a place semiflow or P-semiflow, if each element of
I is nonnegative. Let us assume I is a P-invariant of a N =
(P, T, F, W,Mo) andM is a marking reachable from the initial
markingMo. Then, ITM = ITMo. The support of P-invariant
I is expressed as Let ||I || = {p |I(p) 6= 0}. The support of
T-invariant J is expressed as Let ||J || = {t |J(t)6= 0}. The ||I ||
are categorized into three types: (1) The positive support of
P-invariant I and expressed as ||I ||+ = {p |I(p)> 0}. (2) The
negative support of P-invariant I and expressed as ||I ||− =
{p |I(p) < 0}. (3) I is a minimal P-invariant if ||I || is not a
superset of the support of any other one and its components
are mutually prime. Let li be the coefficients of P-invariant I
if for all pi ∈ P, li = I (pi).
A colored Petri net (CPN) is expressed as a nine-tuple [16]

CPN = (P, T, F, SC, Cf , Nf , Af , Gf , If ), where P, T, and F
are defined above.SC is a set of colors that comprises colors
ci and the operations on the ci. Cf is the color function that
traces pi into colors ci, pi ∈ P and ci ∈ SC. Nf is the node
function that traces F into (P × T ) ∪ (T× P). Af is the arc
function that traces each flow (arc) f ∈ F into the term e.Gf is
the guard function that traces each transition ti ∈ T to a guard
expression g that has a Boolean value. If is the initialization
function that traces each place pi ∈ P into an initialization
expression.

B. STRICT MINIMAL SIPHONS
Definition 1 [38]:A simple sequential process (S2P) is a Petri
net model with N = ({p0}∪PA, T, F), satisfying: (1) N is
a strongly connected state machine and (2) each circuit N
contains place p0, where p0 is a process idle place and PA
is a set of operation places, PA 6= ∅.
Definition 2 [38]: A simple sequential process with

resources (S2PR) is a Petri net model with N = ({p0}
∪PA ∪ PR, T, F), satisfying:

1. The subnet created by Y = PA∪ {p0} ∪ T is an S2P.
2. PR 6= ∅ an (PA∪ {p0}) ∩PR = ∅, where PR is called a

set of resource places.
3. ∀p ∈ PA, ∀t ∈• p, ∀ t′ ∈ p•, ∃rp ∈ PR, •t ∩ PR =

t′• ∩ PR = {rp }.
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4. ∀r ∈ PR, ••r ∩ PA = r•• ∩ PA 6= ∅ and •r ∩ r• 6= ∅.
5. ••(p0) ∩PR = (p0)•• ∩ PR 6= ∅.
Definition 3 [38]: A simple sequential process with

resources (S2PR) with N = ({p0} ∪PA ∪ PR, T, F), and
Mo is called an initial marking of net N. An S2PR is called
acceptably marked, satisfying: (1)Mo(p0)≥ 1, (2)Mo(p) = 0,
∀p ∈ PA, and (3) Mo(r) ≥ 1, ∀r ∈ PR.
Definition 4 [38]: Let S2PR a Petri net model with

N = ({p0} ∪PA∪PR, T, F) and called S3PR for abbreviation,
is repetitively defined as follows:

1. An S2PR is as well an S3PR
1. LetN1 andN2 be two S3PRs, whereN1 = ({p01}∪PA1∪

PR1, T1, F1) andN2 = ({p02}∪PA2∪PR2, T2, F2), such
tha ({p01} ∪PA1)∩ ({p

0
2} ∪PA2) = ∅, PA1 ∩PA2 6= PC ,

PR1 ∩ PR2 = PC and T1 ∩ T2 6= ∅. Then, the net N =
({p0} ∪PA ∪ PR, T, F) is an S3PR resulting from the
integration of N1 and N2 by the set of common PC and
expressed as: (1) p0 = {p01} ∪{p

0
2}, PA = PA1 ∪ PA2,

PR = PR1 ∪ PR2, T = T1 ∪ T2, F = F1 ∪ F2.
The integration of n S2PR N1-Nnvia PC , is expressed by
⊗
n
i=1Ni. Ni is used to indicate the S2P from which the S2PR

Ni is built.
Definition 5 [38]: Let N be an S3PR a Petri net model with

N = ({p0} ∪PA ∪ PR, T, F). Mo is an initial marking of
N. (N, Mo) is called acceptably marked, satisfying: (1)(N,
Mo) is an acceptably marked S2PR. (2) N = N1 ◦N2, where
(Ni, Moi) is called an acceptably marked S3PR and
• ∀i ∈{1,2}, ∀p ∈ PAi∪ {p0i }, Mo(p) = Moi(p).
• ∀i ∈{1,2}, ∀r ∈ PRi \ PC , Mo(r) = Moi(r).
• ∀i ∈{1,2}, ∀r ∈ PRi, Mo(p) = max {Mo1(r), Mo2(r) }.
Definition 6 [38]: Let N be an S3PR a Petri net model with

N = ({p0} ∪PA ∪ PR, T, F). A non-empty set S ⊆ P is
named a siphon in N if •S ⊆ S•. If a siphon contains no other
siphons, it is considered a minimal siphon.
Definition 7 [38]: Let N be an S3PR a Petri net model with

N = ({p0}∪PA∪PR, T, F). S is named aminimal siphon inN.
A minimal siphon S is named a strict minimal siphon if
S• ( •S. Let 5 = {S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sk} be a set of strict
minimal siphons ofN.We have S = SA∪SR, SR = S∩PR, and
SA = S\SR, where SA and SR are sets of operations and
resources places, respectively.
Definition 8 [38]: Let N be an S3PR a Petri net model with

N = ({p0}∪PA∪PR, T, F), r∈ PR be a reliable resource place
in N . The operation places that use r are recognized as the set
of holders of r, expressed asH (r) = {p\p ∈PA, p∈•• r∩PA 6=
∅}. [S] is called the complementary set or stealing places of S
if [S]= (∪r∈SRH (r))\SA, where stealing places are operation
places that require resources places of siphon S, but are not
in the siphon S.

Consider the S3PR Petri net model displayed in Figure 1.
The Petri net model includes six places and four transitions.
The places can be expressed as the following sets: P0 = {p1},
PR = {p5, p6}, and PA = {p2, p3, p4}. Note that the
transitions in (P0)• are called source transitions that represent
the entry of raw materials when a manufacturing system is

FIGURE 1. S3PR Petri net model.

modeled with an S3PR. The transitions in •(P0) are called
sink transitions that represent the exist of finished materials
when a manufacturing system is modeled with an S3PR. The
Petri net model has four minimal siphons, one of which is
S = {p4, p5, p6} that is strict minimal S3 = {P3P7P9P10.
According to Definitions 7 and 8, we have

1) SA = {p4}
2) SR= {p5, p6}
3) H (p5) = {p3}, H(p6 ) = {p2, p4 }.
4) [S] = {p2, p3}.

C. DEADLOCK PREVENTION POLICY BASED ON STRICT
MINIMAL SIPHONS
This section introduces a deadlock-prevention approach
based on SMSs to build a controlled Petri net model. This
approach is derived from Ezpeleta et al. [39].
Definition 9 [38]: Let (N1, M1) and (N2, M2) be are two

Petri nets with Ni = (Pi, Ti, Fi, Wi), where i = 1, 2 . (N, M)
with N = (P, T, F, W) is named a synchronous net resulting
from the integration of (N1,M1) and (N2,M2), defined as (N1,
M1) ‖ (N2, M2), satisfying: (1) P = P1 ∪ P2 and P1 ∩ P2 =
∅.(2) T = T1∪T2, (3) F = F1∪F2, (4)W(e)=Wi(e), where
e ∈ Fi, i =1, 2, and (5) M(p) = Mi(p), p∈ Pi, i=1, 2.
Definition 10 [38]: Let (N, Mo) be an S3PR with N =

({p0}∪PA∪PR, T, F,Mo).The deadlock controller for (N,Mo)
proposed in Ezpeleta et al. [39] is defined as (V, MVo)= (PV ,
TV , FV , MVo), where (1)PV= {VS\S ∈ 5} is set of control
places.(2)TV = {t\t ∈ •VS ∪ V •S }. (3)FV ⊆ (PV × TV )∪
(TV × PV ) is named a flow relation of N , denoted by an arc
with an arrow from control places to transitions or transitions
to control places. (4) For allVS ∈ PV ,MVo(VS ) = MVo (S) - 1,
where MVo(VS ) is an initial marking of a control place.
(NV , MVo) is named a controlled Petri net model resulting

from the composition of (V , MVo) and (N, Mo), defined as
(V , MVo) ‖ (N, Mo). A monitor or control place is added to
each SMS to fulfill the liveness of a Petri net and to make
sure that no SMSs can ever be emptied. The proposed policy
is easy and ensures success. Nevertheless, it leads to a more
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FIGURE 2. Controlled S3PR Petri net model.

Policy 1 (Deadlock-Prevention Algorithm Based on SMSs)

Input: An S3PR (N, Mo).
Output: A controlled net (NV , MVo)
Step 1: Compute the set 5 for N .
Step 2: for each S ∈ 5 do
• Add a control place VS . / By using Definition 10 . ∗/
• Add Vs output arcs that connected to the source tran-
sitions, which are led to the sink transitions of S, and
all arc weights are unitary. / By using Definition 10 .
∗/

• Add Vs input arcs that connected from the stealing
places of S, and all arc weights are unitary. / By using
Definition 10 . ∗/

• Compute MVo(VS ). / By using Definition 10. ∗/
end for

Step 3: Output a controlled net (NV , MVo).
Step 4: End

complex Petri-net-controlled system than the original Petri
net model because the number of inserted control places is
equal to that of the SMSs in the target Petri net model, and
the inserted arcs are greater in number than the added control
places.

Based on the strict minimal siphon concept, the deadlock
prevention algorithm developed by Ezpeleta et al. [39] is
shown as follows:

Reconsider Figure 1. One siphon is S = {p4, p5, p6}. By
Definition 8, its complementary set is [S] = {p2, p3}. Based
on Definition 10 and Policy 1, monitor VS1 needs to be added
for S, with •VS1 = {t3}, V •S1 = {t1}, and MVo(VS1) = 1.
Figure 2 displays the controlled Petri net model after adding
the monitor.

D. GPenSIM TOOL
GPenSIM Petri net simulator is used in this paper as con-
ceived by Davidrajuh [41]. It is possible to run GPenSIM
on MATLAB platform. GPenSIM was developed to model,

simulate, control, and analyze discrete event systems. GPen-
SIM can integrate toolboxes in MATLABwith Petri net mod-
els (e.g., ‘‘Fuzzy logic’’, optimization tools, and ‘‘Control
systems’’). In GPenSIM the functions Cf , Nf , Af , Gf , and If
are integrated together and are coded in the preprocessor files.
In addition, logical expressions and constraints can only be
processed by transitions. GPenSIM uses three files to model,
simulate, analyze, and control the Petri net models, which
are [16]:

1. Petri net definition file (PDF) that used to describe the
structure of a Petri net model (places, transitions, and
arcs).

2. Main simulation file (MSF) that used to simulate a Petri
net model that defied in PDF file

3. Pre- and postprocessor files that used to inspect and
control the conditions of firing for a certain transition
are met, and execute post-firing activities if needed
after a certain transition has been fired during the
simulation.

In Petri net model, inside any place p, all tokens are homo-
geneous, does not matter which token was first or last to
arrive at the place, and which transition a token is deposited at
the place. Nevertheless, in GPenSIM each token can become
unique with identification number (tokID). In addition, it can
assign some identifiers (‘‘colors’’) to each token. The colors
of the output tokens can be added, changed, or deleted in the
preprocessor file by only transitions T . When a transition t
fires, all colored tokens from the input places transfer to
the output places. However, colors are inherited and can be
avoided by overriding. Moreover, transition can select spe-
cific color-based input tokens [16].

Finally, in GPenSIM each token has the following struc-
ture: (1) tokID: a single token identifier (integer value); (2)
t_color (text string set) is a color setting. Several GPen-
SIM functions are used to manipulate the colors. One
of the functions used in this paper is tokenEXColor that
can be described as follows: [set_of_tokID, nr_token_av]=
tokenEXColor (place, nr_tokens_wanted, t_color), where
the function requires three input arguments and returns two
output values. Input arguments are Place( from which place
the tokens are to be chosen), nr_tokens_wanted (the required
number of tokens that have a specified color), and t_color (a
colors set). Output values are set_of_tokID (a set of tokIDs
that satisfy the color requirements) and nr_token_av (the
number of tokIDs existing in set_of_tokID) [16].

III. ROBUST CONTROL FOR UNRELIABLE RESOURCES
BASED ON COLORED PETRI NETS
This section describes a novel robust two-step control policy.
In the first step, the system’s resources are generally assumed
to be reliable. Several monitors are added after applying a
strict minimal siphon-based control strategy to such a system.
In the second step, by considering that resources may fail,
a common recovery subnet is added to model all resource
failures in a system. As a result, a robust controlled system
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FIGURE 3. Unreliable Petri net model by definition 11.

is developed. Section II presents the method used in the
first step. This section concentrates on the relevance between
resource failures and the controlled system in the first
step.

A. COMMON RECOVERY SUBNET BASED ON COLORED
PETRI NETS
Definition 11 [30]: Let ru ∈ PR be an unreliable resource.
A recovery subnet of ru is a PN Nri= ({pi, pri}, {tfi, tri},
Fri), where Fri= {( pi, tfi), (tfi, pri), (pri, tri), (tri, pi)}, and
an unreliable resource may fail when it is idle ru or in a
busy state (its holders), pi ∈ {ru} ∪H (ru). (Nri, Mrio) is
called a marked recovery subnet, where Mrio(pi) ≥ 0 and
Mrio(pri) = 0.
In Definition 11, pri is called the recovery place of all pi.

Transitions tfi and tri indicate that an unreliable resource ru
fails in pi and recovers through pri, respectively. By Defini-
tion 11, for Figure 2, we can add a recovery subnet for each
unreliable resource ru in each case an idle or busy state results
in an unreliable Petri net model as depicted in Figure 3.

The main weakness of the Definition 11 in [30] is that
many recovery subnets are added for all unreliable resources,
which leads to high structural complexity of the initial model.
However, an efficient approach is developed in this section to
minimize the computational overhead.
Definition 12: Let ru ∈ PR be an unreliable resource.

A colored common recovery subnet of ru is a PN Ncri=
({pi, pcombined}, {tfi, tri}, Fcri, Ccri), where Fcri= {(pi, tfi),
( tfi, pcombined ), (pcombined , tri), (tri, pi)}, and an unreliable
resource may fail when it is idle ru or in a busy state (its
holders). Thus, we define PRH= {ru} ∪ H (ru) as a set of
places, where H (ru) is a set of holders of ru, indicated by
H (ru) ={p\p ∈ PA, p∈•• ru ∩PA 6= ∅}, pi ∈ PRH . Ccri is the
color that maps pi ∈ PRH into colors Ccri ∈ SC. (Ncri, Mcrio)
is called a colored common marked recovery subnet, where
Mcrio(pi) ≥ 0 and Mcrio(pcombined ) = 0.
In Definition 12, pcombined is called the recovery place of

all pi. Transitions tfi and tri indicate that an unreliable resource
ru fails in pi and recovers through pcombined , respectively.
If an unreliable resource fails in pi, then the token in pi flows
into pcombined by firing tfi. When transition tfi fires, it adds

a color Ccri to the tokens from pi and deposits them into the
common place pcombined . After the failed resource is repaired,
the colored token in pcombined flows into pi by firing tri. When
transition tri fires, it selects only the tokens with color Ccri
from pcombined and deposits them into pi, indicating that a
resource recovery is finished. Note that by default, colors
are inherited: when a transition tri fires, it collects all colors
from the consumed (pcombined ) tokens and passes them to
the deposited (pi) tokens. However, color inheritance can be
prevented by overriding.
Definition 13: Let (NV , MVo) be a controlled S3PR, and

PRu be the set of unreliable resources. For all ru ∈ PRu,
adding one common recovery subnet for all pi ∈ PRH
results in a colored controlled unreliable Petri net defined as
(NC ,MCo) = (NV ,MVo) ‖ (Ncri,Mcrio) that is the composition
of (NV , MVo) and (Ncri, Mcrio).
Definition 14: Let NC = (P0 ∪ PA ∪ PR ∪ PV ∪

pcombined , T∪TF∪TR,F∪FR,CR,MCo) be a colored controlled
unreliable marked S3PR, and R(NC , MCo) be its reachable
graph, where T, TF , TR, CR, andMCo are the operation transi-
tions, failure transitions, recovery transitions, failure colors in
failure transitions, and the initial marking ofNC , respectively.
FR ⊆ (TR × PRH ) ∪ (PRH × TF ).
Theorem 1: The colored controlled unreliable Petri net

(NC , MCo) is live.
Proof: There is a need to prove that all transitions in T,

TF , and TR in (NC , MCo) are live. It does not matter how a
controlled system develops, and there are no strict minimal
siphons being emptied. In addition, there is no new strict
minimal siphon being created, which indicates that the net
(NC , MCo) is live when there is no failure in an unreliable
resource ru ∈ PRu because all t1 ∈ T are live. The net
(NC , MCo) is live when at least one unreliable resource fails
but at least one part type can still be processed by the colored
controlled unreliable Petri net (NC , MCo).
Moreover, if a failure in the unreliable resource ru ∈ PRu

occurs, then the failed resource ru will be repaired success-
fully, the system may be returned to operate without causing
a deadlock, and the colored controlled unreliable Petri net
(NC , MCo) will remain live for all t2 ∈ TF if for all pi ∈•

t2, MC (pi)> 0. Then, tfi can fire in any case because it is
uncontrollable, leading to MC (pcombined ) > 0 for all t3 ∈ TR.
IfMC (pcombined ) > 0, then t3 can fire. It can therefore be said
that the colored controlled unreliable Petri net (NC , MCo) is
live.

Based on strict minimal siphons, unreliable resources, and
colored Petri nets, the developed policy is shown as follows:

Considering an unreliable marked S3PR net shown
in Figure 2, assume that the index set that may be used is
NA = {i|pi ∈ PRH}. TF = ∪i∈NA{tfi}, TR = ∪i∈NA{tri},
and CF = ∪i∈NA{Ccri}, where tfi, tri, and Ccri are
defined by using Definitions 11 and 12. In the net shown
in Figure 2, we have PRu= {p5, p6}, H(p5) = {p3}, and
H (p6) = {p2, p4}. Adding a common recovery subnet for
p5 and p6 by Definition 12 results in an unreliable S3PR
net model, as depicted in Figure 4. NA = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
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FIGURE 4. Colored controlled unreliable Petri net model by Policy 2.

FIGURE 5. (a) Reachability graph of case 1 and (b) Reachability graph of case 2.

TF= {tf 2,tf 3,tf 4,tf 5,tf 6}, TR= {tr2,tr3,tr4,tr5,tr6}, and CR=
{Ccr2,Ccr3,Ccr4,Ccr5,Ccr6}.
If resource p5 fails in the busy state p3, i.e., tf 3 fires, then

it adds a color Ccr3 to the token from p3 and deposits it into
the common place pcombined . If resource p5 fails in idle state
p5, i.e., tf 5 fires, then it adds a color Ccr5 to the token from
p5 and deposits it into the common place pcombined . After the
failed resource p5 is repaired, the colored token in pcombined
flows into p3 or p5 by firing tr3 or tr5. When the transition
tr3 or tr5 fires, selects only the tokens with color Ccr3 or Ccr5
from pcombined and deposits them into p3 or p5, indicating that
a resource p5 recovery is finished.
If resource p6 fails in busy state p2 or p4, i.e., tf 2 or tf 4 fires,

it adds a color Ccr2 or Ccr4 to the token from p2 or p4 and
deposits them into the common place pcombined . If resource
p6 fails in idle state p6, i.e., tf 6 fires, then it adds a color
Ccr6 to the token from p6 and deposits it into the common
place pcombined . After the failed resource p6 is repaired, the

colored token in pcombined flows into p2, p4, or p6 by firing
tr2, tr4, or tr6 when the transition tr2, tr4, or tr6 fires, and
selects only the tokens with colors Ccr2, Ccr4, or Ccr6 from
pcombined and deposits them into p2, p4, or p6, indicating that
the recovery of resource p6 is finished.
The subnet designed in the second step cannot cause new

deadlocks. To prove that it needs only to examine the liveness
of a net system. Consider the colored controlled unreliable
Petri net model shown in Figure 4. There are two cases in a
model, which are:

1) If there is no failure in any unreliable resource ru ∈
PRu, thus, all t ∈ T are live (deadlock-free), where T=
{t1,t2,t3,t4} denoted as operation transitions. In addi-
tion, all failure transitions TF= {tf 2,tf 3,tf 4,tf 5,tf 6} and
recovery transitions TR= {tr2,tr3,tr4,tr5,tr6} are dis-
abled by developed preprocessor (COMMON_PRE
file in GePenSim tool). The COMMON_PRE file will
inspect if the conditions of firing for failure transitions
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Policy 2 (Robust Control for Unreliable Resources Based on
Colored Petri Net Algorithm)

Input: A controlled net (NV , MVo) by Policy 1
Output: A colored controlled unreliable marked Petri net
(NC , MCo)
Step 1: for each ru ∈ PRudo
• Add a transition to represent breakdown resource tfi. /
By using Definition 12 . ∗/

• Define colors Ccri for failure transition tfi. / By using
Definition 12. ∗/

• Add a recovery place pcombined . / By using Defini-
tion 12. ∗/

• Add a recovery transitions to represent that the failed
resource is repaired tri. / By using Definition 12. ∗/

• The pi output arcs are connected to the tfi transition,
and all arc weights are unitary. / By using Defini-
tion 12. ∗/

• The pcombined input arcs are connected from the tfi
transitions, and all arc weights are unitary. / By using
Definition 12. ∗/

• The pcombined output arcs are connected to the tri tran-
sitions, and all arc weights are unitary. / By using
Definition 12. ∗/

• The pi input arcs are connected from the tri transitions,
and all arc weights are unitary. / By using Defini-
tion 12. ∗/

end for
Step 2: Output a colored controlled unreliablemarked Petri
net (NC , MCo).
Step 3: End

are met (inspect time to failure). Figures 5(a) shows the
reachability graph of case 1, and the system is live.

2) The colored controlled unreliable Petri net (NC , MCo)
is live (deadlock- free) when at least one unreliable
resource fails but at least one part type can still be
processed by the colored controlled unreliable Petri net
(NC , MCo). Assume that if a failure in the unreliable
resource p5 occurs at busy state p3, then the failed
resource p5 will be repaired successfully, the system
may be returned to operate without causing a deadlock,
and the net (NC , MCo) will remain live. Figures 5(b)
shows the reachability graph of case 2. If resource p5
fails in the busy state p3, i.e., tf 3 fires, then it adds
a color Ccr3 to the token from p3 and deposits the
token into the common place pcombined . After the failed
resource p5 is repaired, the colored token in pcombined
flows into p3 by firing tr3. When the transition tr3 fires,
it selects only the token with color Ccr3 from pcombined
and deposits the token into p3, indicating that a resource
p5 recovery is finished. Then, t3 resumes to be fired.
Note that the conditions for the enabled failure and
recovery transitions to start firing based on mean time
to failure and mean time to repair, respectively.

FIGURE 6. PDF file of colored controlled unreliable Petri net model in
Figure 3.

FIGURE 7. MSF file of colored controlled unreliable Petri net model in
Figure 3.

B. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Policy 1 computes the control places to S3PR (N, Mo) with
N = (PA∪ {p0} ∪PR, T, F, Mo). Policy 1 is used to add a
control place VS to each SMS in S3PR (N, Mo) to fulfill
the liveness of a Petri net. Obviously, each VS is associated
with an SMS in S3PR (N, Mo). Let n is the number of SMSs
i.e., |SMSs| = n. The ‘‘FOR loop’’ loop is executed n times
to add VS for the SMSs in S3PR (N, Mo). Thus, the compu-
tational complexity of Policy 1 to add control places to S3PR
(N, Mo) is O(n). In Definition 11 [30], a recovery subnet is
computed for each unreliable resource in controlled S3PR
(NV , MVo). Based on the fact that each unreliable resource
is associated with the recovery subnet in S3PR (NV , MVo),
each unreliable resource ru ∈ PRu may fail when it is idle ru
or in a busy state H (ru). Thus, PRH= {ru} ∪H (ru) as a set
of places. Let the number of set of places that need recovery
subnets PRH be y, i.e., |PRH | = y. Moreover, each recovery
subnet requires failure transition, recovery place, and recov-
ery transition. Assume that the number of recovery subnet
items is 3. The ‘‘FOR loop’’ is executed 3y times to compute
the recovery subnets for all unreliable resource in controlled
S3PR (NV , MVo). Thus, the computational complexity is
O(3y). While in the proposed Policy 2, the recovery subnet
requires failure transition and recovery transition for each
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FIGURE 8. Part of COMMON_PRE file of colored controlled unreliable Petri net model
in Figure 3.

pi ∈ PRH , and only one common recovery place for all places
in PRH . Thus, the computational complexity of the proposed
Policy 2 is O(2y). For instance, consider an unreliable marked
S3PR net shown in Figure 2, by Definition 11, we have
PRu= {p5, p6}, H(p5) = {p3}, and H (p6) = {p2, p4}, PRH=
{p2, p3, p4, p5, p6}, |PRH | = 5, the computational complexity
is O(3∗5). While by the proposed Policy 2, the computa-
tional complexity is O(2∗5), which means that it has minimal
computational complexity compared with Definition 11 [30].
In general, the computational complexity of the proposed
method has polynomial time complexity.

IV. GPenSIM CODE AND VALIDATION
Implementing a Petri net model as shown in Figure 4 by
using GPenSIM code usually results in three files: PDF,
COMMON_PRE, and MSF. Figure 6 illustrates the proposed
PDF file and describes the structure of Petri net model by
defining the sets of places, transitions, and arcs. Figure 7 illus-
trates the proposed COMMON_PRE file and describes the
conditions for the enabled failure and recovery transitions to
start firing based on mean time to failure and mean time to
repair, respectively.

Figure 8 displays the MSF file used to compute the uti-
lization of robot and machine, the liveness of Petri net
model, and the throughput. To test and validate the pro-
posed GPenSIM code, the code is validated and com-
pared with Definition 11 [30]. The simulation is run for
480 min. After running and simulating the Petri net model,
the results of the MATLAB simulation can be summarized as
follows.

Table 1 lists the results in terms of the number of recov-
ery places, failure transitions, recovery transitions, recovery
arcs, liveness, utilization of robot and machine, and through-
put. It is observed that the proposed approach provides a
colored controlled unreliable marked Petri net with only a

TABLE 1. Performance comparison of some deadlock control policies.

FIGURE 9. Automated manufacturing system at King Saud University.

single recovery place compared with five recovery places in
Definition 11 [30]. In terms of the utilization of robot and
machine and the throughput, both methods obtain the same
values. Therefore, the developed method is validated and can
give sufficiently accurate results so that it can be used for
other cases.

V. CASE STUDY
Figure 9 shows the AMS considered in this article. This
system is available in the laboratory of Computer Inte-
grated Manufacturing (CIM) at King Saud University [6].
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FIGURE 10. Petri net model of AMS.

It comprises input and output buffers, two M1-M2 machines,
assembly and inspection stations, a conveyor to transfer the
parts between machines and stations, and three robots R1–
R3 for loading and unloading parts.

Each robot (machine) holds (processes) one part at the
same time. Two part types A and B are considered to be
processed in the system. The process route of part A and part
B is constructed by M1 andM2, respectively. Then, two parts
are assembled in an assembly station. The assembled part is
inspected at an inspection station, and then the final product
leaves the AMS.

Robots are working in a mutually exclusive manner.
R1 loads/unloads part A on M1 from the conveyor,
R2 loads/unloads part B into M2 from the conveyor, and
R3 loads/unloads parts A and B onto the assembly and
inspection stations from the conveyor. The Petri net model is
illustrated in Figure 10. The Petri netmodel is composed of 15
transitions and 23 places. The places can be described as the
following set partition: P0 = {p1,p23}, PR = {p15, . . . , p22},
and PA = {p2, . . . , p14}. The properties of the developed Petri
net models are obtained using the free GPenSIM tool [41].
It was found that the system is not live (deadlock).

The suggested deadlock prevention algorithm was applied
to this case study. Without considering recovery subnets,

the system model has five strict minimal siphons that can
be empty: S1= {p7, p16, p21}, S2= {p6, p15, p20}, S3=
{p10, p12, p13, p17, p22}, S4= {p12, p13, p17, p18, p22}, and
S5= {p8, p12, p13, p18, p22}. Based on the suggested deadlock
prevention algorithm (Policy 1), five monitors are added to
prevent the five strict minimal siphons from being emptied
such that the original net without considering resource fail-
ures is controlled. The required control places using Policy
1 are designed as follows:

1. •VS1 = {t6}, V •S1 = {t2}, and MVo(VS1) = 1
2. •VS2 = {t5}, V •S2 = {t1}, and MVo(VS2) = 1
3. •VS3 = {2t10}, V •S3 = {t7, t8}, and MVo(VS3) = 2
4. •VS4 = {t10, t12, t13}, V •S4 = {t7, t8},

and MVo(VS4) = 3
5. •VS5 = {t12, t13}, V •S5 = {t10}, and MVo(VS5) = 1
Figure 10 shows the controlled Petri net model after the

addition of the control places. In the net shown in Figure 9,
we have PRu= {p15, p16, p17, p18, p20, p21, p22}, H(p15) =
{p4}, H(p16)= {p5}, H(p17)= {p9}, H(p18)= {p11}, H(p20)=
{p2, p6}, H(p21)= {p3, p7}, and H (p22)= {p8, p10, p12, p13}.
Adding a common recovery subnet for p15, p16, p17, p18, p20,
p21, and p22 by Definition 12 results in the colored controlled
unreliable Petri net model depicted in Figure 11, and Table 2
lists the NA, TF, TR, and CR of an unreliable Petri net.
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FIGURE 11. Colored controlled unreliable Petri net of AMS by Policy 2.
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TABLE 2. PRu, NA, TF, TR, and CR of Unreliable Petri net.

If resource p15 fails in busy state p4, i.e., tf 4 fires, it adds
a color Ccr4 to the token from p4 and deposits it into the
common place pcombined . If resource p15 fails in idle state p15,
i.e., tf 15 fires, then it adds a color Ccr15 to the token from
p15 and deposits it into the common place pcombined . After the
failed resource is repaired p15, the colored token in pcombined
flows into p4 or p15 by firing tr4 or tr15. When the transition
tr4 or tr15 fires selects only the tokens with colors Ccr4 or
Ccr15 from pcombined and deposits it into p4 or p15, indicating
that the recovery of resource p15 is finished.

If resource p16 fails in busy state p5, i.e., tf 5 fires, it adds
a color Ccr5 to the token from p5 and deposits it into the
common place pcombined . If resource p16 fails in idle state p16,
i.e., tf 16 fires, it adds a color Ccr16 to the token from p16 and
deposits it into the common place pcombined . After the failed
resource is repaired p16, the colored token in pcombined flows
into p5 or p16 by firing tr5 or tr16. When transition tr5 or tr16
fires, selects only the tokens with colors Ccr5 or Ccr16 from
pcombined and deposits it into p5 or p16, indicating that the
recovery of resource p16 is finished.

If resource p17 fails in busy state p9, i.e., tf 9 fires, it adds
a color Ccr9 to the token from p9 and deposits it into the
common place pcombined . If resource p17 fails in idle state p17,
i.e., tf 17 fires, it adds a color Ccr17 to the token from p17 and
deposits it into the common place pcombined . After the failed
resource is repaired p17, the colored token in pcombined flows
into p9 or p17 by firing tr9 or tr17. When the transition tr9 or
tr17 fires, selects only the tokens with colors Ccr9 or Ccr17
from pcombined and deposits it into p9 or p17, indicating that
the recovery of resource p17 is finished.

If resource p18 fails in busy state p11, i.e., tf 11 fires, it adds
a color Ccr11 to the token from p11 and deposits it into the
common place pcombined . If resource p18 fails in idle state p18,

i.e., tf 18 fires, it adds a color Ccr18 to the token from p18 and
deposits it into the common place pcombined . After the failed
resource is repaired p18, the colored token in pcombined flows
into p11 or p18 by firing tr11 or tr18. When the transition tr11
or tr18 fires, selects only the tokens with colors Ccr11 or Ccr18
from pcombined and deposits it into p11 or p18 indicating that
the recovery of resource p18 is finished.

If resource p20 fails in busy state p2 or p6 i.e., tf 2 or tf 6
fires, it adds a color Ccr2 or Ccr6 on the token from p2 or p6
and deposits it into the common place pcombined . If resource
p20 fails in idle state p20 i.e., tf 20 fires, it adds a color Ccr20
on the token from p20 and deposits it into the common place
pcombined ; after the failed resource is repaired p20, the colored
token in pcombined flows into p2, p6 or p20 by firing tr2, tr6
or tr20, when the transition tr2, tr6 or tr20 fires selects only
the token with color Ccr2, Ccr6 or Ccr20 from pcombined and
deposits it into the p2, p6 or p20 indicating that a resource p20
recovery is finished.
If resource p21 fails in busy state p3 or p7 i.e., tf 3 or tf 7

fires, it adds a color Ccr3 or Ccr7 on the token from p3 or p7
and deposits it into the common place pcombined . If resource
p21 fails in idle state p21 i.e., tf 21 fires, it adds a color Ccr21
on the token from p21 and deposits it into the common place
pcombined ; after the failed resource is repaired p21, the colored
token in pcombined flows into p3, p7 or p21 by firing tr3, tr7
or tr21, when the transition tr3, tr7 or tr21 fires selects only
the tokens with color Ccr3, Ccr7 or Ccr21 from pcombined and
deposits it into the p3, p7 or p21 indicating that a resource p21
recovery is finished.
Finally, if resource p22 fails in busy state p8, p10, p12

or p13 i.e., tf 8, tf 10, tf 12, or tf 13 fires, it adds a color
Ccr8, Ccr10, Ccr12, or Ccr13 on the token from p8, p10, p12
or p13 and deposits it into the common place pcombined .
If resource p22 fails in idle state p22 i.e., tf 22 fires, it adds
a color Ccr22 on the token from p22 and deposits it into the
common place pcombined ; after the failed resource is repaired
p22, the colored token in pcombined flows into p8, p10, p12
or p13 by firing tr8, tr10, tr12, or tr13, when the transition
tr8, tr10, tr12, or tr13 fires selects only the tokens with color
Ccr8, Ccr10, Ccr12, or Ccr13 from pcombined and deposits it
into the p8, p10, p12, p13, or p22 indicating that a resource p22
recovery is finished.

VI. CONCLUSION
Various studies on the prevention of deadlocks have been
devoted to enforcing liveness on the premise that all resources
in a system work correctly. However, in practice, AMSs may
face unexpected resource failures. This research suggested a
robust deadlock-prevention controller for an AMS with all
unreliable resources. In the absence or existence of resource
failure, the proposed robust controller can ensure the required
properties, i.e., the liveliness of the controlled system.

A two-step policy was developed in this paper to address
the robust deadlock control of AMSs. The strict minimal
siphon-based policy in [39] was utilized in the first step
for a specific plant, resulting in a controlled net without
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considering resource failures. Then, resource failures were
considered by adding a common recovery subnet in a unified
modeling method using a Petri net. The controlled net can
work smoothly even if unreliable resources fail as long as
there is no failure of one unit of unreliable resource.

The main advantages of the proposed method are: (1) It
can be applied to an unreliable complex Petri net model
for AMSs; (2) It has less computational complexity for the
computation of the common recovery subnet; (3) It can obtain
one common recovery subnet to model all resource failures;
(4) It has a simpler structure compared to the technique used
in [30]; (5) It does not need to compute reachability graphs
compared to the policy developed in [35], which means
that it has small computational overhead; (6) It can easily
handle robust deadlock control problems with all unreliable
resources without using inhibitor arcs; (7) Simulation, valida-
tion, and performance comparison are provided to compare
the performance of the proposed method by using developed
GPenSIM code.

The main limitation of the proposed method is that the
proposed model may undergo changes of control specifica-
tions and requirements such as the processing routes of the
system are changed, addition of new product, and addition of
new machine. If a system has these issues, a system requires
to be reconfigurable. Then the proposed model can have
deadlocks. Therefore, our future research will investigate the
proposed method to improve efficiency for valid and rapid
reconfiguration of Petri net-based supervisory controllers for
reconfigurable manufacturing systems.
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